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	The Rough Guide to Vancouver is your complete guidebook to this lively city. From taking a skyride to Grouse Mountain and the city’s vibrant Chinatown to the near-wilderness area of Stanley Park, the full-colour introduction highlights all the ‘things-not-to-miss’. There are up-to-date reviews of all the best restaurants and accommodation for every price range, as well as the low-down on all the best bars, clubs, shops, galleries and music venues. There is extensive coverage of nearby Victoria, as well as the prime resort of Whistler. The guide also includes expert information on the history of Vancouver and the region’s aboriginal culture and comes complete with maps and plans for every neighbourhood.


	The Rough Guide to Vancouver is like having a local friend plan your trip!
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JavaScript BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	The bestselling JavaScript reference, now updated to reflect changes in technology and best practices


	As the most comprehensive book on the market, the JavaScript Bible is a classic bestseller that keeps you up to date on the latest changes in JavaScript, the leading technology for incorporating interactivity into Web...
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XBOX 360 Forensics: A Digital Forensics Guide to Examining ArtifactsSyngress Publishing, 2011

	Game consoles have evolved to become complex computer systems that may contain evidence to assist in a criminal investigation. From networking capabilities to chat, voicemail, streaming video and email, the game consoles of today are unrecognizable from complex computer systems. With over 10 million XBOX 360s sold in the United States the...
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Cells and Robots: Modeling and Control of Large-Size Agent Populations (Springer Tracts in Advanced Robotics)Springer, 2007
From the reviews:
"This interesting monograph is devoted to the study of multi-agent, populations of biological cells and robot teams. … The main objective of the approach is to provide solutions to the problem of how dynamics of an individual agent propagates to the population dynamics. … This original monograph has a wide...
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Complementary Medicine For Dummies (Lifestyles Paperback)For Dummies, 2007
A comprehensive guide to what’s what and what works in complementary medicine, this expert guide cuts through the jargon and gives you the facts about the alternatives. Whether you are interested in maintaining your general well-being or relieving the symptoms of a specific complaint, this book outlines all of the therapies available to...
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Supply Chain Collaboration: Roles of Interorganizational Systems, Trust, and Collaborative CultureSpringer, 2012

	To survive and thrive in the competition, firms have strived to achieve greater supply chain collaboration to leverage the resources and knowledge of suppliers and customers.  Internet based technologies, particularly interorganizational systems, further extend the firms’ opportunities to strengthen their supply chain partnerships...
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Computer solution of large sparse positive definite systems (Prentice-Hall series in computational mathematics)Prentice Hall, 1981

	Octave was originally intended to be companion software for an undergraduate-level textbook

	on chemical reactor design being written by James B. Rawlings of the University of

	Wisconsin-Madison and John G. Ekerdt of the University of Texas.

	Clearly, Octave is now much more than just another ‘courseware’ package with...
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